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PROCESS CONTROT IN FABRIC MANUFACTURE

Marks:1OO Time: 1O.00 am to 1.(X) pm
lnstructions:

1. Attempt Six questions out of which Q.l is compulsory
2. Answer each main question on new page
3. Figures ttr the right indicate full marks
4. lllustrate your answers with sketches and flow-charts wherever necessary
5. Use of non-programmable electronic calculator permissible
6. Mobile and any communication devices are not allowed in exam hall

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
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Match the fol

Fill in the blanks:
i) Snarled weft in the fabric is occurs due to
ii)34 Ne = ......... Tex
iii) A Teflon Coating is put on the cylinders on ........... Machines
iv) Major cause of Lappers occurs on ............. Beams at Sizing due to
incorrect mending of ends.

State True or False: 8
i)The process control program in Warping aims at minimizing the End

Breakage rate and improving the quality production of beams during
sizing.

ii)The positive let-off motion has a device to drive the beam and it is
used for very light fabric quality.
iii) A float defect in the fabric is due to improper interlacement of warp
and weft threads in the fabric.
iv) The satisfactory abrasion resistance of the yarn depends on adequate
size pick up.
Explain different types of defects in winding cone package, causes and 8
remedies for the defects.
Describe after Waxing. How it helps in improving sized yarn quality 8
State the factors affecting the Size Pick up on the yarn and describe 8
the methods to controlthem.
Calculate the Winding Machine Production for 8 hrs. Shift in Kgs 8
when,

i) No. of spindles of machine - 60
ii) Machine Drum Speed in MPM - 500
iii) Count of cotton yarn - 40s
iv) Efficiency of machine -8Ao/o
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i)Accumulator a) Windine
ii)Mutton Tallow b)Warping
iii)V Creel clShuttleless Looms

iv)Slub Catcher dlSizing Chemical

Q4 a What should be stretch range on sizing machine? Discuss the



b

a

controlmethods.
Discuss the process control methods in Warping.
What is Wet Splitting on sizing machine? What are its advantages &
disadvantages?

What are the factors generating Hard Waste on Warping & Sizing 8.
process? Write a note on control of hard waste.
What are major factors of loss in Loom Efficiency. Write a note on 8
'How to control'.
Write a note on 'Conduct a Snap Study in Loom Shed'. 8
Explain the fabric defects with the cause and remedies for Lashing- 8
ln & Broken Pick.

Discuss the steps to be taken to avoid Soft Beams (Low Size Pick up) 8
on sizing.

Describe different types of Temples used on the Looms. Write a 8
note on selection of temples for weaving different types of fabrics.
Write a note on process control on looms with special reference to 8
Reed.
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